ACCESSORIES

ASR  ArmorSource Rail
Universal boltless rail system.  
30% lighter than existing systems. 
Fits ACH geometry. Provides access to 
retention hardware if using bolted retention. 
Comes with 2 matching bungees. 
In 5 standard colors.

Exterior Hook & Loop Fastener Kit
One size fits all hook and loop fastener kit for 
the exterior of ANY helmet. Self adhesive hook 
and loop fasteners pre-cut to the most widely 
utilized pattern. In 5 standard colors. Also 
available installed.

Wilcox® WIL1
Single Hole NVG Shroud
Single hole NVG shroud. Available with 
optional lanyard (shown). In Black or Tan.

Wilcox® WIL3
Three Hole NVG Shroud
Three hole NVG Shroud w/long life metal insert. 
Available with lanyard (not shown). Also available 
in a lightweight low-profile version. In Black, 
Tan, or Olive Green.